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Happy Soul Train Friday. https://bit.ly/2NkE6KA  
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade higher this morning after another BTFD rally yesterday. 
Treasury yields tick higher, so we’ll see how equities react. A selloff and consolidation in stocks make sense 
as investors digest rising rates. Real-yields remain negative, even with the 10-year up. Ken Griffin appears on 
CNBC this morning after yesterday’s Congressional hearing. Imagine the Wizard of Oz coming out from behind 
the curtain on a publicity tour. It’s the same thing. Don’t expect much insight into how Citadel makes its 
billions front-running order flow. Crude oil is down on news the Biden administration may meet with Iranian 
officials for nuclear talks. Will Iran re-enter the crude market? At $63 per barrel, they are interested in 
talking. Plenty of economic data this am with existing home sales and PMI data. S&P Futures vs. Fair 
Value: +14.20, 10-Yr Yield: 1.303%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Australia will move forward with a plan to charge Facebook (FB) with news content.-Reuters 
 Future hearings on GameStop (GME) stock moves could feature regulatory agencies such as SEC, but it 

remains unclear if policy changes will occur following yesterday's hearing.-WSJ (New regulations so 
politicians can feel better? They don’t enforce the old regulations. The hypocrisy of these politicians' 
“protecting the little guy” is a complete joke. Retail investors can buy or sell whatever they wish. It’s 
their money. Some of it is money from the federal stimulus payments. Which is true irony.) 

 A study in Israel shows Pfizer's (PFE) coronavirus vaccine is 85% effective after the first shot.-WSJ 
(Don’t tell the teachers’ union leaders.) 

 Facebook (FB) has prevented its service from collecting personal medical information and finances.-
WSJ (But it could if it wanted to.) 

 Apple (AAPL) is developing a magnetically attached battery pack for next-generation iPhones -Bberg 
 US unemployment claims are rising, pausing a downward trend—worker applications for 

unemployment benefits increased to 861,000 last week, halting signs that pointed to an improving 
labor market.-WSJ 

 Congressional Democrats may try to pass immigration bills piecemeal, after the Biden 
administration’s comprehensive proposal drew swift condemnation from Republicans as a wish list 
rather than an honest attempt at bipartisan reform.-WSJ 

 Power outages and supply problems tied to the frigid weather in Texas and surrounding states are 
constraining operations at restaurants and supermarkets throughout the region and with auto 
makers’ nationwide.”-WSJ 

 A boom in microcap stocks has led to a situation in which fourteen members of the Russell Microcap 
index have risen so much that they are now larger than the smallest S&P 500 stocks.-WSJ 

 State Assembly Republicans in New York are moving to form an impeachment commission “to gather 
facts and evidence” surrounding governor Andrew Cuomo’s “handling and subsequent cover-up of the 
Covid-19 crisis in nursing homes.”-NYP (What does Dr. Fauci think of Cuomo now?) 

 Ford is recalling more than 150,000 vehicles in North America after losing track of faulty airbags that 
can explode and hurl shrapnel, part of a massive worldwide fallout from the dangerous devices. 
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 Federal Reserve officials generally believe the threat posed by subdued inflation is greater than the 
danger of rapidly rising prices, as they begin to gauge the effect of President Biden’s planned $1.9T 
stimulus plan.-FT (Why is targeted stimulus to those making under $75k so hard?) 

 Experts say balancing Saudi Arabia’s poor human rights record under crown prince Mohammed bin 
Salman against the kingdom’s traditional role as an important security and intelligence ally in the 
Middle East will prove difficult for the Biden administration.-FT 

 A group of Uber drivers are entitled to worker rights such as the minimum wage, Britain's Supreme 
Court ruled in a blow to the ride-hailing service that has ramifications for millions of others in the gig 
economy.-Reuters 

 Deere upgraded its fiscal 2021 earnings forecast after profit more than doubled in the first quarter on 
improved demand for farm and construction machines and a higher adoption rate for its technology 
offerings.-Reuters 

 The “gig economy” is set to take over millions of American jobs—California’s vote to classify UBER 
and LYFT drivers as contractors has emboldened other employers to eliminate salaried positions, the 
cornerstone of bigger plans to “Uberize” the US workforce.-Bberg 

Interesting Reads/Charts: 
 CNBC: Lumber prices top $1k http://cnb.cx/3udOYup  
 Rest of World: The pandemic is revolutionizing the end of life http://bit.ly/2OKn4Ww  
 The Conversation: How the media is making the mental health worse during the pandemic 

http://bit.ly/3seTI1b  
 The Ringer: Eagles bet big on Wentz and lost. Is there a way out? http://bit.ly/3ufrrJC  

 
All charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
the housing market. 

• Last month’s housing starts report showed residential construction pulling back from recent highs. 
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Multi-family housing starts improved somewhat. Here are the seasonally adjusted trends. 

 
Source: Piper Sandler     
  
Building permits remained strong, … 
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… with a sharp increase in multi-family housing. 
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
  
Homebuilder optimism strengthened this month (near multi-year highs) as traffic of prospective 
buyers picked up. (I hope people are interested in buying a house in Bensalem, PA) 
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Housing inventories are tumbling. 

 
Source: Arbor Research & Trading   Read full article   
 
Last year’s spike in mortgage originations was driven by borrowers with the highest credit scores (2 charts). 
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Source: Bloomberg   Read full article    
  

 
Source: Economics and Strategy Group, National Bank of Canada    
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Cash-out refinancing activity picked up. 

 
Source: @LizAnnSonders, @Bloomberg    
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Jobless claims remain elevated with no signs of tapering. (Public schools remain closed and urban 
politicians allow restaurants to remain open at 8% of capacity. What do you expect?) 

 
Source: Oxford Economics    
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Most fund managers surveyed by BofA don’t see a bubble in the market. 

 
Source: BofA Global Research   
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Will rising yields trigger a sell-off in popular tech stocks relative to the S&P 500?  

 
Source: Alpine Macro  
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  Roundhill’s Sports Betting and iGaming ETF (BETZ) has outperformed the overall market since 
August. 

 
Source: Koyfin; h/t Daniel Moskovits    
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US gasoline demand has been rebounding. 

 
Source: Princeton Energy Advisors    
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Gold is at support. 

 
Source: barchart.com   
 
The banking system is flooded with liquidity, with companies trying to find a home for their cash 
balances. The overnight repo rate is negative again. 
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


